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Introduction

In the aftermath of the EU referendum, Gibraltar’s future has come under increasing scrutiny from both 
the British and Spanish Governments and the media. One former Conservative Party leader, Michael 
Howard, even went so far to suggest that the United Kingdom might go to war with Spain in order to 
protect the sovereignty of this tiny British Overseas Territory. Such a prospect is unlikely to materialise, 
for the future of Gibraltar post Brexit is nowhere near as complicated as its citizens may have originally 
feared.

Gibraltar’s relationship and situation with the European Union is different to that of the UK, not least 
because of the fact that it shares a land border with the EU. As a British Overseas Territory, Gibraltar, 
boasting a 30,000 strong population and comprising a three square mile isthmus, became a member of 
what was then known as the European Economic Community when the UK joined in 19731. It will join 
the UK in leaving the EU come March 2019. The position of the Gibraltarian community regarding their 
relationship with the EU was made quite clear during the 2016 referendum, with 96 % of the 84 % turnout 
voting to remain within the EU2.

The motivation behind this is overwhelmingly twofold. Firstly, Gibraltar’s workforce employs and depends 
on both Spaniards and foreign - mainly EU Nationals - workers living in Spain. Secondly, as a port and 
Overseas Territory, it is totally reliant on imports. Both factors hinge on having an open land border with 
Spain, and this, it is feared, could be in jeopardy due to Brexit. The outcome that would pose the greatest 
threat would be the complete closure of the frontier, which Gibraltar experienced between 1969 and 1985 
due to General Franco’s attempts to isolate the territory into submission. Such a result is highly unlikely 
due to the damage it would inflict on the local Spanish economy, although the uncertainty surrounding 
the ongoing EU exit negotiations is causing great angst among local businesses and politicians alike.

These are valid concerns and there will be difficult times ahead, but if sensible negotiations and a gradual 
transition period can be achieved, there is a hope that pragmatism will prevail so that Gibraltar and the 
neighbouring Spanish hinterland can continue to benefit from the the Rock’s economic dynamism.

Spain’s Stranglehold

Gibraltar has a diverse economy, with sectors ranging from financial services, e-commerce trading 
including online gambling, to fuel bunkering and ship repairs. The economy employs 26,000 people, of 
which 12,000 commute across the frontier from Spain on a daily basis, including 7,000 Spaniards. The 
remaining 5,000 are other EU nationals, including Danish, Dutch and French, who work in e-commerce 
and financial services3. Any proposed changes to the border control system after Brexit would directly 
affect these workers, and ultimately, the economy of Gibraltar. It would also, however, directly affect the 
neighbouring Spanish hinterland (known as the Campo De Gibraltar), encompassing the towns of La 

1 Edward Macquisten, ‘A Plea for Pragmatism’, B2B Magazine, (August 2016

2 Matthew Benwell and Alasdair Pinkerton, ‘Brexit and the British Overseas Territories’, The RUSI Journal, Volume 161, 
2016 - Issue 4

3 William Chislett, ‘Why Spain would like a ‘soft Brexit’ for the UK’, Gibraltar Chronicle, (April 2017)
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Linea, San Roque and Algeciras, areas of high unemployment. The salaries people from and who work 
in Gibraltar are largely spent in Spain.

Currently, both Spain and the United Kingdom are EU member states, so an open border at Gibraltar 
still functions despite the fact that the UK is not in the Schengen Area. Previously, the EU Commission 
has demanded that Spain ‘fully respect EU law’ by allowing free movement across the border, when 
previously it disrupted frontier queues and threatened to impose entry fees. Only non-EU citizens are 
usually subjected to strict checks on their documentation. However once the UK (and Gibraltar) leaves 
the EU in 2019 there is the risk that such a free-flowing border will no longer be permitted by Spanish 
authorities4. William Chislett, an analyst at the Elcano Royal Institute, says that the way Spain implements 
the new border controls could be the shape of things to come after Brexit is put into effect5.

According to the Gibraltar Chamber of Commerce, Gibraltar generates around 25 % of GDP in the 
surrounding Spanish area, with its President, Christian Hernandez, highlighting how it is the second-largest 
employer in the Campo De Gibraltar after the regional government6. This means that any restrictions on 
the border, or at the very worst, its complete closure, would have a materially negative impact on the 
local Spanish economy. Neighbouring Andalucia, has one of the highest unemployment rates in Europe, 
at 31 %7. With few prospects for increasing employment in the neighbouring area, tightening controls at 
the frontier would be self-defeating and politically risky for the Madrid government.

Gibraltar has already been experiencing difficulties with the frontier, particularly in April 2017. Queues 
lasting up to six hours brought commerce flowing into Gibraltar to a near standstill, as the Spanish 
customs officers at the border inspected every single vehicle entering or exiting the territory. These 
delays were a consequence of the EU

Commission’s decision to enforce the Schengen Area provisions, which state that at border crossings with 
non-Schengen members all passports or alternative documentation need to be inspected by customs 
officials8. Such measures have been implemented in the past under orders from Madrid, however there 
are growing fears that this will become the norm once the UK has truly left the EU.

What would be beneficial for all parties involved is to use the same procedures as those used at another 
EU border. The prime example would be the case of Croatia and Slovenia. Both of these countries trade 
heavily with each other, with Croatia receiving

$1.39 billion of Slovenia’s exports in 20169. In April 2017, the Croatian President, Kolinda Grabar-
Kitarovic, wrote to the presidents of the EU Commission, the EU Council, and the European Parliament, 
expressing discontent at the traffic delays caused by the new Schengen border controls10. Consequently, 
the President of the EU Commission, Jean-Claude Juncker, announced a modification of the scheme. 
To reduce congestion at the frontier both Slovene and Croat authorities will be required to notify the EU 
Commission of their decision to carry out targeted checks whenever the waiting time at particular land 

4 David Allan Green, ‘Brexit and Gibraltar’, The Financial Times, (March 2017)

5 William Chislett, ‘Why Spain would like a ‘soft Brexit’ for the UK’, Gibraltar Chronicle, (April 2017)

6 Jesus Canas, ‘Impact of Brexit on Gibraltar: Stoic Gibraltar slowly comes to terms with life after Brexit’,El Pais, (March 
2017)

7 ‘Labour Market Information - Andalucia’, EURES, (February 2016)

8 Brian Reyes, ‘Schengen changes will bring tighter border controls’, Gibraltar Chronicle, (January 2017)

9 OEC, ‘Slovenia: Exports, Imports, and Trade Partners’, (2015)

10 Erika Stular, ‘Slovenia Reminds Croatia of Schengen Rules’, RTV-SLO, (April 2017)
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border crossings between the two countries exceeds 15 minutes11. This shows that the EU Commission 
is willing to negotiate with non-Schengen EU states over border controls, and could be used as a model 
for the post-Brexit Gibraltar-Spain frontier.

Dr Richard North, in his article on the EU Referendum, drew comparisons between Poland and Dover 
over the congestion problem, and highlighted that British Customs would need considerable investment 
in infrastructure in order to cope with the necessary delays caused by the Brexit regulations and the 
Schengen controls12. At present, there is insufficient funding for such a project, and no planning for the 
infrastructure has been committed as of yet. He speaks of inevitable delays at Dover and Calais that will 
result from Brexit, but also adds that in the long run, ‘once systems are adapted and settled down, there 
is nothing to say that they will not runsmoothly’13.

On the other hand, Robert Oulds, in his publication on leaving the Single Market ‘What Will It Look Like’, 
has highlighted that on the other side of the Channel, there are ‘serious question marks over France’s 
ability, let alone willingness, to upgrade their facilities to deal with trade coming from the UK’14. Therefore, 
it is reasonable to suggest that in the short-term, at least in the initial years of Brexit, there is hope that 
there will be little political will to enforce the Schengen border rules between the UK and the EU simply 
because of the issues arising from congestion. Given that Gibraltar is in a similar situation in that it lacks 
the funding to upgrade its border facilities and the Spanish authorities are unlikely to do the same, it is 
doubtful that the territory will experience regular, serious congestion resulting from border checks in the 
near future.

Furthermore, it should be noted that if the EU was to implement terms and ports of entry that would 
be inconvenient for British exports, as many in the UK and Gibraltar fear, it would be in serious breach 
of international trade law. Under such regulations, it is illegal to treat any state less favourably in the 
export and import of goods15, thus there is little reason to believe that the UK and Gibraltar will be at a 
disadvantage regarding the import and export of goods from the EU.

The border issue is without doubt the one that is causing most concern among Gibraltar’s leaders 
and business community. If the landward flow of people and commerce is disrupted by any measures 
implemented by Brexit, which is almost certain to occur, the economy will suffer. There is potential for 
reaching an agreement if the

Governments of Spain and the UK decide to follow the example of Croatia and Slovenia.

Not just dependent on Spain

In the months following the EU referendum, it was feared that the economy of Gibraltar would stagnate. 
This was because it was feared that companies in financial services and online gambling would announce 

11 European Commission, ‘Commission statement on the management of flows of persons at the border between Slovenia 
and Croatia’, (April 2017)

12 Dr Richard North, ‘Brexit: Make of Break?’, EUReferendum.com, (March 2017)

13 Dr Richard North, ‘Brexit: Make of Break?’, EUReferendum.com, (March 2017

14 Oulds, Robert; Robinson, Gary; Rotherham, Dr Lee, ‘What it Will Look Like: How Leaving the EU and the Single Market 
can be made to work for Britain’, (2017), p.23

15 Ibid, p.22
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plans to leave the territory for other financial hubs such as Malta. Eleven months on, the Rock’s economy 
has continued to grow, attract investment and create jobs. However, the long-term economic outlook is 
much more uncertain, and less positive.

Recently, the Gibraltar Government highlighted the fact that most of the financial services sector’s 
business is generated from the UK rather than continental Europe. Over 90 % of its financial business 
is with the United Kingdom, according to the head of Gibraltar Finance, James Tipping16. Robert Oulds, 
Gary Robinson and Dr Lee Rotherham, in their publication on leaving the Single Market, have highlighted 
the possibility that even if the UK is unable to sign a specific bilateral agreement with the EU concerning 
financial services, the UK could still take part in the Trade in Services Agreement (TiSA) that is currently 
being negotiated. The negotiating parties for this particular agreement have asserted that talks are 
proceeding well, which means that there is great potential for the UK financial sector to carry on business 
as usual with the EU market17. This means that Gibraltar stands to lose little after Brexit in the way of the 
financial business that has become so vital to its economy.

The British Government has also reaffirmed its commitment to Gibraltar to ensure that its relationship 
will be maintained on the same terms, thus it is fairly certain thatfinancial trade with the UK will not be 
affected by the terms ofBrexit18.

One aspect of Gibraltar’s economy that will be affected by Brexit is tourism, which after the financial 
sector is one of the most important generators of revenue in Gibraltar. Although the territory has a 
modern cruise terminal for passenger liners and has recently inaugurated a new international air terminal, 
the vast majority of visitors still enter through via the land border. The Gibraltar Government’s official 
statistics showed that in 2015, 95 % of all visitors arrived overland, with just 3 % by sea and 2 % by 
air19. The tourist industry is vital to the function of the town, particularly the numerous private businesses 
throughout Main Street who rely on the expenditure of tourists. In 2015, the estimated tourist expenditure 
in Gibraltar stood at £199.93 million, representing a 19 % increase from 201420. £139 million of this 
amount was spent by excursionists from Spain, again showing the value of maintaining an open border21. 
If the EU’s Schengen controls were to be strictly implemented, it is likely that the tourist sector would 
suffer, since the majority of Gibraltar’s tourists travel from locations along the Costa Del Sol for day trips.

A counter-argument to this could be that with the new terminal at Gibraltar airport the territory could start 
up flights to additional destinations across the UK and elsewhere. This is partly true, since commercial 
air traffic to Gibraltar has increased considerably since 2013, the year when the new terminal opened. 
Easyjet and Monarch are currently looking to establish additional routes to locations in the UK including 
Edinburgh, while a service to Tangier and Casablanca with Royal Air Maroc Express was introduced in 
2015. This has resulted in a significant rise in the number of tourists arriving into Gibraltar by air, and 
is set to continue. However, these numbers are a fraction of those arriving by land. It would require a 
number of additional airlines to establish routes with Gibraltar over the next few years to even attempt 
to outweigh the number of tourists arriving through the land frontier.

16 Jesus Canas, ‘Impact of Brexit on Gibraltar: Stoic Gibraltar slowly comes to terms with life after Brexit’, El Pais, (March 
2017)

17 Oulds, Robert; Robinson, Gary; Rotherham, Dr Lee, ‘What it Will Look Like: How Leaving the EU and the Single Market 
can be made to work for Britain’, (2017), p.31

18 David Allan Green, ‘Brexit and Gibraltar’, The Financial Times, (March 2017)

19 Gibraltar Government, ‘Tourist Survey Report 2015’, Statistics Office, (2015), p.7

20 Ibid, p.5

21 Ibid
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The shipbuilding and repair industry, one of the lesser-discussed but nonetheless important components 
of Gibraltar’s economy, would also be at risk. The Gibraltar Government’s official employment statistics 
for 2015 showed that 297 workers were employed in the dockyard22. Of these workers, 94 were Spanish, 
while another 97 were from other EU member states, mainly Eastern European23. The latter group resides 
mainly in La Linea, due to lower living costs, although the Gibraltar Government is now providing cheaper 
housing in the former MOD accommodation near the airport. Any disruption to their daily commute into 
the territory would create a labour crisis in the dockyard that Gibraltar is ill-prepared to deal with. This is 
proven by the fact that there are only 67 Gibraltarians being employed in this sector24, reflecting a lack of 
suitable skills and training among the local population for this sort of employment. Currently, the Gibraltar 
Government is attempting to prepare for such a scenario through plans to introduce additional vocational 
programmes and apprenticeships for the youth of Gibraltar25. Although these measures will take time 
to implement and rectify any potential labour shortage, it does demonstrate the Gibraltar Government’s 
commitment to improving and diversifying its labour force.

Joint Sovereignty?

On occasions when Spain has decided to cause severe traffic delays at the frontier and even threatened 
to charge fees for entering Gibraltar, these crises have tended to deescalate quickly although the 
sentiment of those affected takes longer to dissipate.

Between 2013 and 2015, three formal visits by delegates of the European Commission to Gibraltar 
ensured that such delays were ended swiftly. From 2019 onwards, it is likely that such interventions might 
no longer be made by the EU Commission, leaving Gibraltar’s external commerce in the uncertain hands 
of the Spanish Government26.

There was considerable animosity towards the European Union from Gibraltar in March 2017 when 
Donald Tusk, the President of the European Council, announced that Spain would have a full veto on 
any deal concerning Gibraltar’s status and sovereignty. This is unacceptable to most Gibraltarians in light 
of the fact that in 2002 the people of Gibraltar overwhelmingly voted against the British Government’s 
proposal to share its sovereignty with Spain27. Such attitudes have remained unchanged and even 
become entrenched since the EU referendum. Mr Tusk’s remarks are unlikely to generate sympathy 
for the European Council within Gibraltar, and could also serve to undermine the EU’s authority across 
the rest of the union. The fact that a President of one of the major EU institutions has demonstrated a 
willingness to seemingly abandon the wishes of a community that largely voted to remain a part of the EU 
does not bode well for other member states, some of whose nationals may be questioning the benefits 
of EU membership.

22 Gibraltar Government, ‘Employment Survey Report 2015’, Statistics Office, (2015), p.1

23 Ibid, p.14

24 Ibid

25 Cristina Cavilla, ‘Phillips calls for better opportunities for Gibraltar’s younger people’, Gibraltar Chronicle, (July 2016)

26 David Allan Green, ‘Brexit and Gibraltar’, The Financial Times, (March 2017)

27 James Ainsworth, ‘Leaving the European Union: Status of Gibraltar’, LIF2017/0041, (May 2017), p.
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The former Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs, Jose-Garcia Margallo, declared that the result of the 
EU referendum represented a ‘unique opportunity to get Gibraltar back’, echoing his previous rhetoric 
regarding Gibraltar’s sovereignty and Spain’s claim on the territory. Had he kept his position after 
the Spanish election, the negotiations regarding Gibraltar’s position post Brexit would be more tense 
and complicated. Fortunately, the new Spanish Foreign Minister, Alfonso Dastis, has adopted a more 
circumspect approach over the issue, stating that in his personal opinion ‘will not put Gibraltar at the 
centre of negotiations. The situation is very clear and there is nothing for Spain to ask for’28. Despite the 
fact that Mr Dastis is a strong proponent of reimposing Spanish authority over Gibraltar, this perhaps 
demonstrates a growing acceptance by the higher echelons of the Spanish Government that joint 
sovereignty is unlikely to be negotiated with the UK.

There is strong British support for protecting Gibraltar’s sovereignty and has stated that it is not up for 
discussion in any negotiations concerning Brexit. Jeremy Corbyn has also pledged his full support for 
Gibraltar, and for continued British sovereignty over the territory29. Such assurances are important to the 
people of Gibraltar, who despite overwhelmingly voting to remain in the EU, give greater value to being a 
part of the UK. This support will ensure that the territory will remain British and there will be no question 
of joint sovereignty with Spain, despite the EU’s assurance that Spain will be given a veto over Gibraltar’s 
future. Any attempt to impose alternative measures would be futile without the consent of the Gibraltarian 
people, who have no desire to share sovereignty, as demonstrated by the referendum in200230.

But will it last?

On the other hand, the 2017 General Election has opened up new possibilities regarding the 
independence of Gibraltar’s economy and tax status. With Labour obtaining the highest number of seats 
in Parliament since the 1997 General Election, the prospect of Jeremy Corbyn ascending to office has 
increased, despite Mrs May’s decision to form a coalition with the Democratic Unionist Party. Should 
there be a second General Election in the next twelve months, and Labour wins, John McDonnell would 
be appointed Chancellor of the Exchequer. McDonnell has often expressed unfavourable views regarding 
tax havens31, and although he has not specifically mentioned Gibraltar, it is possible that the territory’s 
tax policies would come under scrutiny. This is central to the success of Gibraltar’s economy, since 
it is one of the primary incentives for financial services and e-commerce companies to invest there. 
Any intervention by the British Government regarding this could be quite detrimental to the economy 
of Gibraltar. However, this is merely a possibility, and it is too early to ascertain what will happen in 
Westminster, and how it will affect Gibraltar.

The Brexit referendum has brought Gibraltar’s sovereignty to the fore of Anglo-Spanish relations yet 
again, and for the first time since 2002 has given Spain an incentive to bring up the possibility of joint 
sovereignty. What is different in this instance is that the EU has virtually given Spain its blessing for such 
a venture, lending it greater legitimacy. To the people of Gibraltar, judging by previous polls, this prospect 

28 James Ainsworth, ‘Leaving the European Union: Status of Gibraltar’, LIF2017/0041, (May 2017), p.3

29 MercoPress: South Atlantic News Agency, ‘Corbyn and Labour pledge full support for Gibraltar’s sovereignty’, (April 
2017)

30 Joe Garcia, ‘The Rock Gets Rolled’, The National Interest, No.69 (Fall 2002), p.119-126

31 ITV.com, ‘Labour’s tax return demand bids to end big firm ‘loophole and scams’, (April 2017
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is unacceptable and much more undesirable than leaving the EU, despite the economic benefits of 
remaining in the latter. The UK will continue to recognize and protect Gibraltar’s status as a British 
Overseas Territory, and is unlikely to agree to a compromise with Spain over joint sovereignty, against 
the wishes of the people of Gibraltar.

Conclusions

Every civilization that has settled in Gibraltar has thrived, be it the Phoenicians, the Romans, the 
Ottomans, the Spanish and most recently, the British. Its strategic location and deep water harbour have 
been the reasons behind this, and enabled them to make it a vital trading hub.

Brexit represents a huge challenge to the future of Gibraltar as an economic centre, since it means 
losing membership of the biggest trading bloc in the world once the UK leaves in 2019. Gibraltar has 
experienced similar issues before in the various sieges mounted against it in the War of the Spanish 
Succession, and most recently during Franco’s blockade. There is certainly plenty to be cautious about, 
since the territory has become more dependent than ever on the land frontier remaining open to facilitate 
the movement of tourists, labour and imports.

However, the thriving financial services sector, which is closely aligned with that of the UK, means that 
the economic outlook is not as bleak as businesses and politicians initially feared, especially since the 
TiSA negotiations are proceeding well. The symbolic relationship Gibraltar shares with the neighbouring 
Spanish province of Andalucia means that they cannot function without the other.

Sense between the negotiating parties will prevail, especially since Madrid will not wish to sacrifice the 
economic well being of 10,000 Spaniards and forego the purchasing power of 30,000 comparatively 
wealthy Gibraltarians through causing difficulties at the border. If all sides can tone down the sometimes 
fiery rhetoric, there is every hope for creative solutions to keep the border with Spain open and flowing 
to the benefit of all.
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